
FOUR CORNERS 912 NEWS/ACTION  UPDATE / MAY 22, 2020 

The world is changing whether we like it or not and we cannot stop it.  There are 

forces that are dead set on changing things to what THEY want and they are 

succeeding, a chip at a time and the chipping is getting bigger.  This current 

Covid 19 fiasco is a perfect example of making a BIG HUNK CHIP!  We complain 

big time on Face Book or Twitter,etc. to EACH OTHER of like mind.  “THEY” 

continue to lobby and manipulate the politicians while we complain that the 

politicians aren’t doing things the way we think they should.  We need to start 

taking ACTION instead of complaining.  Right now there are some very 

important issues that need to be taken on.  Our State Legislature is due to 

reconvene May 26, Next Tuesday, and Congress continues to pass Bills un-

noticed while under the cover of the faux “pandemic panic”.  Here is a 

Congressional Bill we need to contact our Representative and Senator on. 

TRACE ACT Bill House  H.R. 6666 and companion Senate S. 3624.  Here is a brief 

explanation.  As more Americans increasingly demand their states to reopen 

like Wisconsin, local, state, and federal government officials are looking to 

track Americans via "contact tracing." In the U.S. House of Representatives, 

Rep. Bobby Rush (D-Ill.) introduced H.R. 6666, the COVID-19 Testing, 

Reaching, And Contacting Everyone (TRACE) Act. This bill would authorize 

the CDC to award grants to “eligible entities” – such as federally 

qualified health centers, university hospitals and clinics, nonprofit 

organizations, and high schools – for the purpose of tracing and 

monitoring the contacts of individuals infected with COVID-19. The 

grants would also be used to support the quarantining of those 

contacts.This is only the beginning and we must get ahead of this 

before it goes too far. We can't let the Deep State or the government 

compel Americans into surrendering their God-given rights and 

freedoms under any circumstances. Returning to “normal,” does not 

entail granting the government a massive overreach of power at the 

expensive of liberty. Once authorized, this would NOT STOP with 

Covid 19!! Major police state would follow.  Please contact your U.S. 

representative, senators, and President Trump and urge them to stop 

and oppose both H.R. 6666, and S. 3624, and any other efforts greatly 



expanding “contact tracing.”  This Bill was introduced in the House 

on May 1, 2020 and is in the House committee on Energy and 

Commerce.  Contact Representative Scott Tipton Durango Office 

tele:970-259-1490 and/or e-mail via website https://tipton.house.gov.   

for House Bill HR 6666.  Senator Cory Gardner,  Durango office 970-

259-1231  and/or e-mail via website http://www.gardner.senate.gov  for 

Senate Bill S. 3624   President Trump, via 202-456-1111 to comment 

and 202-456-1414 for the switch board.  

Locally the County Commission has been working hard with the State Health 

Dept. (CDPHE) To get a Re-opening plan approved .  This has been a frustrating 

endeavor when the State keeps changing the rules and requirements and have 

no answers and no willingness to even try to help.  The latest problem is a 

requirement for a certain number of TESTED persons, which will impact the 

requirement for a certain number of new cases in a certain time, which would 

also include the Ute Mountain Tribal Lands in addition to the County.  Tests are 

now being done on the Reservation, and as expected the total for the County is 

going up daily due to the tests now being required for Tribal Employees and 

solicited of members, for free. However there was still “0” Covid 19 cases in the 

Hospital, suggesting it is not as “deadly” as lead to believe.  During one of the 

aforementioned videoed meetings where the CDPHE had no answers and 

nothing to offer, so NOTHING was being accomplished, frustrations were 

expressed by the BOCC, which later elicited comments from a small group of 

local viewers on line which were upset with the BOCC  and have started a letter 

writing campaign to the State CDPHE criticizing and opposing the BOCC and 

thanking the State for what it was doing, suggesting they represent a large 

segment of the County.  Apparently they are in the group that do not want the 

County to be opened back up, and obviously have no clue of the gravity of the 

issue that was and is still at hand.   Those people do not realize the CDPHE has 

all the Authority and Power, but NO responsibility or accountability for the 

outcome, while the BOCC has ALL the RESPONSIBILITY and ACCOUNTABILITY, 

but NO authority or power to affect or direct the outcome.   All this to say, this 

is a good time to show support for the BOCC in their effort to get the County 

economy and people’s lives re-opened.  The BOCC are ALL working hard doing 
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their best for ALL the County. They are dealing with issues that no one has 

before.   Please consider writing letters in support of their effort to  protect the 

Rights,Health, Safety and Lives of ALL people and businesses in the County in 

this very trying time that the State where the State has imposed unnecessary 

and unrealistic demands and regulations, that are very detrimental to the 

Health, safety and economic welfare of ALL the County.  Requesting that the 

CDPHE expedite approval of the re-opening plan as previously submitted.   The 

selfish complainers are addressing their letters to the west slope region 

coordinator, so WE/YOU should send letters of support of the BOCC efforts to 

the same person.  To do so, Contact   Karin McGowan by e-mail   

karin_mcgowan@state.co.us  or phone 303-692-3473    This is not a time to let 

political views and personality conflicts  damage the lives and economy of ALL 

the County.  We need to work together to stop the damage NOW and work 

together to restore our lives.   Lets, work TOGETHER as WE the PEOPLE of 

Montezuma County to get our lives back and work to move Forward!   

WHERE TO FROM HERE??  Legislature  will start back up on Tuesday, May 26.  

We see that our Representative Marc Catlin will be working on a Bill to revise 

the Governors powers for disaster emergencies, and also for powers needed for 

Counties.  That is good, we need to find out what will be in the Bill and 

contribute to a good revision.  In ADDITION, the current Declaration of medical 

disaster emergency will continue until  the Governor decides to end it, since he 

can just keep extending it.   This allows the Governor unprecedented dictatorial 

controls over the lives of the people and businesses,   This is the REAL disaster, 

and needs to be ENDED.   NOW!   In the State Statutes Title 24-33.5-704, “The 

governor and disaster emergencies-response-duties and limitations”  in 

Paragraph (4),it provides “The general assembly, by joint resolution, may 

terminate a state of disaster emergency at any time.”  We all need to petition 

our Representative, Marc Catlin and Senator Don Coram, in pursuance of this 

State Statute,  to prepare a Joint Resolution to terminate the current 

proclamation of the disaster emergency immediately.  Senator Don Coram  

don.coram.senate@state.co.us  and Representative Marc Catlin, 

marc.catlin.house@state.co.us   
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